Introduction

Yoga Asanas

Dear Yogi,
This manual includes pictures of the Yoga Asana Sequence that will be taught during the yoga class at the
Sacred Grove Retreats.
We have included the English names of the poses and some brief instructions. Please note that these
instructions are NOT a substitute for the guidance of a qualified yoga teacher. If you have any injury or
disease, please consult a health professional to insure that the practice of these asanas is safe for you.
The purpose of this manual is to be a guide and help you remember the yoga asana sequence and practice at
home, at your own level and pace, if you wish to do so. Whenever you practice, please do so in a mindful
way. Ahimsa, non-violence, is a very important rule when practicing asanas. The body and its tissues open
up easier if you don’t force anything and allow it to gradually happen over time. You should never allow
pain in any joint or muscle during your practice as more harm than good may occur. Practice at your own
level and pace and remember to have fun while doing it! Over time, if you practice regularly, you’ll notice
the incremental progress that you’re making.
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How To Read This Manual

All asanas in this manual are given a name and number. The names of the asanas are in
English. For Sanskrit names please refer to the Appendix and look up the number to find the
corresponding Sanskrit name of the asana
Sometimes there is only one picture per asana. In other cases, there are multiple pictures per
asana. In the latter case, the number will be followed by a Capital Letter. For instance 1A, 1B
and 1C. Most of the time, 1B will be a more advanced version of 1A and 1C will be a more
advanced than 1B. Whenever this rule doesn’t apply, it will be mentioned in the text on the
slide
Please note that you do not have to do the more advanced versions of the asana. We have
included them so that people who have a regular yoga practice and would like to do some
more advanced poses can work towards it
Sri M has specifically designed this sequence in this order for maximum benefit so, it is best
to follow the sequence
The pictures are only an indication of what the asana might look like. In no way are they
intended to represent the truth since all bodies are different
Sometimes only one side of the pose (left or right) is shown. Please don’t forget to practice
the other side as well
Each asana can be done for any length of time, but preferably for at least 5 full in and out
breaths through the nostrils

Start At The Front Of Your Mat
Inhale - raise your
arms and stand
on your toes
Exhale - lower
your arms and
heels

Close your eyes
and observe
your breath

1 Mountain Pose
3

Cat/Cow Stretches
Start in tabletop position with a neutral
spine (no picture).
Exhale - Round your spine and look
between your legs

3A Cat

2 Raise arms, stand on
toes
4

Downward Facing Dog

Inhale - Lower your belly towards the
mat, lift your chest up while you look
forward

Start in tabletop position. Hands are
slightly wider than the shoulders and
index fingers are parallel to each other so
hands turn out slightly.
Inhale - Curl your toes under
Exhale - Move into downward facing dog
by lifting your knees off of the mat. Hips
move up and back, thereby lengthening
your arms and spine. Knees are bent

Stay in 4A or, if you would like to make
the pose more intense, lower your heels
towards the mat. Breath deeply and
slowly. With each exhale deepen into
the pose

4A Downward Facing Dog

4B Downward Facing Dog

3B Cow

5

6

Sun Salutation- For Beginners
Start at the front
of your mat in
Mountain Pose,
palms together
in front of your
Heart (Anjali
Mudra)

Sun Salutation - For Beginners

Inhale - raise
your arms and
look up if your
neck allows it

5A Mountain Pose Anjali
Mudra

5B Mountain Pose
Arms Up

Exhale - come
into a forward
bend, keeping
your knees bent
and your spine
straight. Your
lower ribs can
touch your legs
if you keep your
legs bent. This
will avoid
overstretching
the hamstrings
and/or hurting
your lower back

5E Alternative For High Plank

5C Standing Forward Bend

5D Halfway Up

7

Sun Salutation - For Beginners
Exhale - place your hands down and step
your legs back, lowering your knees onto the
mat. Inhale

Inhale - come
halfway up with
a straight spine
and your neck in
line with your
spine. Hands will
touch
somewhere
on/above/below
the knees,
depending on
how long your
arms are

8

Sun Salutation - For Beginners

Exhale - bring your chest and chin
towards the mat

Inhale - come into Cobra Pose lifting your
chest forward and up

Exhale - come into Downward Facing Dog

5G Cobra

5H Downward Facing Dog

5F Knees Chest Chin

9

Sun Salutation- For Beginners
Inhale - come
halfway up

Sun Salutation - For Beginners

Exhale - forward
bend

5I Halfway Up

10

Inhale - stand up
bring arms up
and look up if
your neck allows
it

5J Standing Forward Bend
11

Exhale hands in front
of your heart

5K Mountain Pose Arms Up

5L Mountain Pose Anjali Mudra
12

Warrior I

Chair Pose
Inhale - bend
your knees as
if you are
sitting down in
a chair. Arms
can come in a
horizontal line
with your
shoulders

Chair Pose
becomes more
intense if you
lift the arms
higher up,
bending a bit
more from the
upper back.
Avoid
compression
(pain) in your
lower back.
Don’t forget to
breathe deeply

Beginning in
Mountain Pose,
inhale - step
your left leg back.
Toes pointing
towards the left
upper corner of
the mat so that
your hips can
stay square. Take
your arms up.
Alternatively you
can keep your
hands on your
waist
6B Chair Pose

6A Chair Pose

7 Warrior I
13

14

Warrior III
Beginning in
Warrior I,
Exhale - hands
in front of your
heart,
straighten
your right leg,
lifting the left
leg off the
mat. Head,
neck, spine,
hips and leg in
one straight
line

Warrior II
Starting in Mountain Pose, step your left
leg back. Left foot turns out 90 degrees
and both heels are in one straight line
with each other. Right arm forward, left
arm back. Look forward. Hips can stay up
higher than the front knee. Breathe

Warrior III becomes more intense if you
stretch your arms out in front of you,
bringing arms, upper body and back leg
parallel to the mat

Warrior II becomes more intense if you
lower the hips until they are in line with
the front knee. This way the quadriceps
of the front leg will have to work harder

8B Warrior III
9A Warrior II

9B Warrior II

8A Warrior III
15

16

Extended Side Angle
Starting in Warrior II, place your right
elbow onto your right upper leg, close to
the knee. Left arm goes overhead and
open your chest towards the ceiling.
Alternatively, place your left hand in your
waist if that feels better in your left
shoulder

10A Extended Side Angle

Triangle (preparation)

Extended Side Angle becomes more
intense if your place the right finger tips
in the mat on the inside of your right leg

10B Extended Side Angle

Starting in
Warrior II,
straighten
your right
(front) leg.
You can also
keep this leg
slightly bent in
case your
hamstrings
are tight or if
you have pain
behind the
knee

After that, start to move your right
(front) hand and shoulder as far forward
as you can, keeping your right waist as
long as your can

11B Triangle Preparation II

11A Triangle Preparation I
17

18

Standing Wide Legged Forward Bend
(SWLFB)

Triangle
To move into
Triangle, take
your right arm on
the inside of your
right leg and take
your left arm up.
Hands and
shoulders are
now more or less
in one straight
line with each
other.
Alternatively,
place your left
hand in your
waist if that feels
better in your
left shoulder

Triangle
becomes more
intense if you
lower the
fingertips
down towards
the mat. Make
sure to keep
your right
waist long

11C Triangle

Step your feet
apart, heels
and toes are
more or less in
one straight
line with each
other. Place
both hands on
your waist.
Inhale

11D Triangle
19

12A Standing Wide Legged Forward
Bend Preparation

SWLFB (continued) & Tree Pose
Stay in 12B or if your body allows it,
place your hands in line with your feet.
Hands are shoulder distance apart. On an
exhale, bend your elbows straight back
and lower the crown of your head in the
direction of the mat. Place your crown
onto the mat if possible. In this pose,
keep your stomach long and your spine
as straight as possible

Stay in 13A if
that provides
you with more
balance or
take your left
foot up and
place it below
the right knee
on the inside
of the lower
leg.
Optionally,
hands can go
in front of the
heart
13A Tree Pose

20

Stay in 13B or
take the left
foot further
up and place it
above your
right knee.
Optionally,
both arms can
go up

13B Tree Pose

13C Tree Pose

21

22

One Legged Chair Pose
Inhale - and
on an exhale
bend forward,
keeping your
stomach long
and your spine
straight. Only
go as far as
your left hip
(which opens)
comfortably
allows you

14A One Legged Chair
Pose Preparation

12B Standing Wide Legged Forward
Bend

Tree Pose (continued)

Starting with
your feet hip
distance apart,
take your
arms out to
the side and
place your left
heel on the
inside of your
right leg

12C Standing Wide Legged Forward Bend

Stay in Tree
Pose or place
the outside of
your left ankle
onto your
right upper
leg, just above
the knee with
your foot
flexed. Hands
can go in front
of the heart

On an exhale, start to bend forward,
keeping your stomach long and your
spine straight. Optionally, you can keep
your legs slightly bend in case your
hamstrings are tight or if this pose hurts
the back of your knees

Dancer Pose
Starting at the
front of your
mat, feet hip
distance
apart, take
your left leg
up and reach
for the inside
of your left
ankle. Left
foot is flexed.
Take your
right arm up,
inhale

14B One Legged Chair
Pose
23

15A Dancer Pose

Stay in 15A or
on an exhale,
move your left
knee back by
pushing your
ankle into
your hand.
You can bend
slighly forward
as you do this
but try to stay
as straight up
as you can to
allow your
upper body to
move into a
backbend

15B Dancer Pose
24

Dancer Pose (cont.) & Locust Pose
Dancer Pose
becomes
more intense
if you lift the
left knee up
higher,
thereby
bending the
back even
more. Keep
your hips level
so try avoid
lifting the left
hip up higher
than the right
hip

Bow Pose

Start by lying down on your belly. Move
your arms back, placing your hands in the
mat, palms facing down. Exhale and on
an inhale, lift your head, shoulders,
hands, feet and knees away from the
mat. Alternatively, only lift the top or
bottom part of your body

Stay in 16 or bend your knees and reach
with your hands for the outside of your
ankles. Feet are flexed

Stay in 17A or exhale and on an inhale,
lift your head, chest, shoulders and knees
away from the mat

17A Bow Pose

17B Bow Pose

16 Locust Pose

15C Dancer Pose

25

Pigeon Pose

26

Reclined Pigeon

Starting on hands and knees, bring your
right knee towards your right wrist. Your
right foot can come towards the left side
of the mat, close to your left groin. If this
hurts in your front (or back) knee, skip
the pose and instead do 18C Reclined
Pigeon

Stay in 18A or place your forearms down
(no picture). Either stay on your forearms
with your head up or stretch out
completely over your right leg, placing
your head down (picture)

18A Pigeon Pose

18B Pigeon Pose
27

Marichi’s Pose
Start seated with both your legs
stretched out and look towards the front
of your mat. Bend your right knee and
place your right foot on the outside of
your left leg. Bring either your left hand
or your left elbow around your right
knee, placing your right fingertips behind
you. Inhale - and on an exhale twist your
upper body towards the right. If your
neck allows it, you can look back

Stay in 19A or bend your left knee and
take the foot towards the outside of your
right upper leg. The twist becomes more
intense if you place your left elbow on
the outside of your right leg with your
hand in a straight line above your elbow.
If you push the elbow and the leg against
each other, you can twist a little bit
deeper. Inhale - lengthen, exhale twist
and relax

19A Marichi´s Pose

19B Marichi´s Pose

29

This is an alternative to Pigeon Pose. Lie
down on your back with your feet in the
mat and your knees bend. Place the
outside of your left ankle onto your right
upper leg, just below the knee. Both feet
are flexed. Stay there, or lift your right
foot off the mat and reach with your
hands for the back of your right upper
leg. If you cannot reach it’s possible to
use a strap

18C Reclined Pigeon Pose

28

Seated Wide Legged Forward Bend
(SWLFB)
Start seated and bring your legs apart as
far as you comfortably can. Knees and
toes are pointing straight up. Walk your
hands forward with your stomach long
and spine straight. Optionally, you can
bend your knees or sit on a pillow to
make the forward bend more
comfortable

Stay in 20A or lower your forearms down
towards the floor

20A Seated Wide Legged Forward Bend

20B Seated Wide Legged Forward Bend
30

Bridge Pose
Lie down on your back with your feet in
the mat and your knees bend. Arms go
alongside your waist

Bridge Pose (continued)
Stay in 21B or interlace your fingers
below your back with your palms facing
towards your head and stretch your arms
out. Lift one shoulders slightly off the
mat so that you can walk your other
shoulder more in towards the midline of
the mat and repeat on the other side.
You are now standing more on your
shoulders. Avoid this step if it hurts in
your shoulders in any way

Inhale - lift your hips off the mat and
open the heart space by reaching your
sternum up and towards your head.
Avoid pain in the lower back. Stay here
and breath. Exhale - come out by
lowering your hips slowly down

21A Bridge Pose Preparation

21B Bridge Pose
31

Supported Shoulder Stand
(continued)

Supported Shoulder Stand
Lie down on
your back with
your arms
alongside your
waist and your
legs up. Feet
are flexed so
your toes
point towards
your head

Stay in 22A or
reach your
legs overhead
and place your
hands in your
lower back.
Avoid pain in
your head,
neck, back or
shoulders
completely, so
skip this pose
if necessary

Stay in 22B or bring
your feet hips and
shoulders in a
straight line with
each other. Walk
your hands down
towards your upper
back and walk your
shoulders in
towards the
midline of your mat
so that you are
standing more on
your shoulders

22B Supported Shoulder
Stand
33

22A Supported Shoulder
Stand Preparation

Plow Pose
Stay in 22A, B or C or lower your feet
down towards the mat as far as you
comfortably can. Avoid pain in your
head, neck, back or shoulders
completely, so skip this pose if necessary

22C Supported Shoulder
Stand

34

Fish Pose Preparation

Stay in 23A or lower your feet further
down towards the mat. If your toes can
touch the floor, then you can curl them
under and reach your heels away from
your head. Optionally, interlace your
fingers and walk your shoulders in
towards the midline of your mat

Lie down on your back

24A Fish Pose Preparation I
23A Plow Pose

32

21C Bridge Pose

23B Plow Pose

35

Place your hands underneath your
buttock muscles with your palms facing
down. Lift your head and shoulders away
from the mat and walk your elbows in
towards the midline of your mat. Lift
your chest forward and up

24B Fish Pose Preparation II
36

Fish Pose

Reclined Twist
Start on your back with your feet in the
mat and your knees bend. Arms can go
out to the sides, palms facing down

Lower your crown towards the mat and if
comfortably possible place your crown
down into the mat. Avoid pain in your
head, neck, back or shoulders
completely, so skip this pose if necessary

Lift your hips up and while keeping them
in the air, move them to the right. Place
them back down. Move your knees in
towards your chest and let your knees
move to the left, placing them onto the
mat or a pillow. Your outer right hip and
shoulder are now aligned. Either look up
towards the ceiling or move your head to
the right and look over your right
shoulder. Relax your muscles

24C Fish Pose
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Reclined Twist (cont.)
& Nadi Shodhana Pranayama
Stay in 25B or bring your top upper leg
(right leg in this picture) around your
bottom upper leg (left leg in this picture)
and move your knees towards the mat. If
they cannot reach the mat, then you can
place a pillow underneath so that you
can stay relaxed in this pose

25C Reclined Twist

Sit in a
comfortable
posture and do 5
minutes of nadi
shodhana. Use
your right hand to
close your right
nostril with your
thumb and your
left nostril with
your ring finger.
Inhale left, exhale
right, inhale right,
exhale left.
Repeat and
lengthen your
breath as much as
you comfortably
can

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Tadasana
Uttolanatadasana Urdhvahasta
Marjaiasana / Bitilasana
Adho Mukha Svanasana
Surya Namaskar A
Utkatasana
Virabhadrasana I
Virabhadrasana III
Virabhadrasana II
Utthita Parsvakonasana
Utthita Trikonasana
Prasarita Padottanasana
Vrksasana
Eka Pada Utkatasana
Natarajasana

16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

25B Reclined Twist

38

Silent Meditation & Savasana
Meditate
silently on the
Ajna chakra
for 5 minutes

To complete the sequence, do 5 minutes
(or more if you like) of Savasana.
Traditionally this is done lying on the
back with palms turned up. Feet move a
bit away from each other and hands
move away from the body so that the
legs and shoulders can relax as much as
possible. Chose any other reclined
position if that provides you with more
comfort, such as placing a pillow under
the knees

27 Silent Meditation
26 Nadi Shodhana
Pranayama 39

Sanskrit Names
1.

25A Reclined Twist Preparation

Salabhasana
Dhanurasana
Kapotasana
Marichyasana
Upavishta Konasana
Setu Bandha Sarvangasana
Salamba Sarvangasana
Halasana
Matsyasana
Jathara Parivartanasana

41

28 Savasana

40

